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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC  } LSAE variance (existing) 
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC  } +1rpt Stutter variance 

(existing) 

Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC  } +1rpt Stutter correlation 

(existing data) 

Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC  } +1rpt Stutter variance 

(Project #199) 

Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC  } +1rpt Stutter correlation 

(Project #199) 

 

 

The input data described above was entered into the Model Maker check spreadsheet (provided by 

STRmix), this showed that the data provided a 97.2% coverage which is above the required 95%. This is 

represented in Figure 11 below 
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Figure 1 Model Maker check output 

  

Discussion: 

The Model Maker data from Project #199 has been compared with the Model Maker data used in the 
existing STRmix settings. 
 
The Allele variance values appear similar with respect to both the mode and the shape of the 
distribution. Note that this comparison has only been performed visually. 
 
The -1rpt Stutter (Back stutter) variance values have a similar mode however the distribution for 
Project#199 is considerably narrower than the existing distribution. This could result in more stutters 
being designated as allelic more so than the current settings being used. It therefore could be 
considered that the current settings would be more forgiving than Project #199 settings. 
 
The +1rpt Stutter variance values are very different with respect to mode and the shape of the 
distribution. This could result in more +1pt stutters being designated as allelic than under the current 
settings being used. It therefore could be considered that the current settings be more forgiving than 
Project #199 settings. It should be noted that the number of data points are very low within Project#199 
data than with the data used for current settings (see Figure 8 and Figure 10). 
 
The LSAE variance value for project #199 data is higher and twice that of the current LSAE variance, 
this difference could have a significant effect on profile modelling. It is considered that the Project #199 
LSAE variance settings would allow for more profile variations than the current settings. This observation 
could be due to the lower number and quality of samples in project #199 dataset. 
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